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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

The Eu3 
* doped CaO-CdrO3.Sior-Bro3 Slas!€s were prepared to srudy photoluminescence, lasing potential and

scintillation properties. Classes absorb photons in ultravioler, visible liSht and near inftared reSions and are
assiSned to the energy transitions of Gd3* and Eu3*. Ultraviolet with 275nm can generare the stronS red
emission with 614 nm via €ner8y transfer form cd3 * to Eu3 

* 
. x-ray scinti llation study exhibits snong emission

pattem due to cd-Eu enerSy nansfer. The optimum concenEations of Eu3+ ion in this glass is 0.30 mol% as it
results maximrrm emission intensity. The fluorescence literime of the sDo level decreases from 1.763 ro 1.726 ms
when concenEation increased from 0.05 to 0.4O mo1o,6. Frcm Judd-Ofek analysis, this glass exhibir hiSh po-
tential for using as laser medium for red laser device with high lasinS power and energy extmction ratio.
Moreover, this glass performs the integral scintillation efficiency as 13% compared with BGO.

8CO

1. Introduction materials due to the ef6cient energy transfer from Gd3* ions to lumi,
nescence activator, high thermal neutron capture cross-section and in-
crease the light yield of emission I 1 I,1 21. class scintillator with a hiSh
Gd2O3 content are concentrated in various silicate, borosilicate, phos-
phate and germinate glasses with fast decay time and,/or relative high
tiSht yield tlul. The Gd3"-RE3* energy transfer also can enhance rhe
photo emission which improve laser ability. Thereforc, it can be said
that Eu3*-doped calcium gadolinium silicoborate glass is very inrer-
esting for using in photonic application, such as scintillation marerial
and laser medium.

Ihis paper reports about the study of calcium gadolinium silicobo-
rate glasses doped with Eu3*. Physical, optical and luminescence
properties were investiSated as a function of Eu2O3 concentration. The
scintillation and laser potential ofglass were analyzed by X-ray induced
optical luminescence and Judd,Ofelt theory, respectively.

2. Experiment

Eu3* doped calcium gadolinium silicoborate (CacdSiBEu) Slasses
with compositions of l0CaO,25Gd2O3-10SiO2-(55-x)82O3-xEu2O3
(where x is 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 mol06) were prepared by melt
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Rare-earth ion (RE3+) doped Slass has been potentially used as rhe
photonic material in recent years. Since Iow synthesis cost, large-vo-
lume production, easy shaping, high optical homogeneity and the
possibility of varyin8 luminescence properties within broad limits I I ,21.
Also glasses doped with RE3* ions are promising choices to compensate
single crystals and ceramics in photonic applications, especially scin,
tillation material and laser medium. Among RE3+, europium (Eu3*) is
anion in the class of lanthanide which have the electron configuration
lxel -4F6. The most intense emission of Eu3* is placed at wavelenSth
around 610 nm which is red color emittin8 and can be attdbuted to
sDo-'F: hypersensitive transition [3.4]. From this characteristic of
Eu3*, it has been doped in many kinds of host to research and develop
for using as laser gain medium in red laser device l:;.61 and scintillation
material in x-ray imaging applications 17.81. For glass former, silica-
borate recombination is an interesting host material because of its
thermal, mechanical and chemical resistance. Moreover, it has been

used as fiber glass reinforcinS organic matrix composites iql. Adding
calcium element can inclease intensity of luminescence emission of
glass []01. While, Gd2O3 has been a popular oxide for photonic



quenchinS technique. The chemicals, CaO, cd2o3, SiO2, H3BO3 and
Eu2O3 with high puriry was totally weighted to 30 8 and were mixed
thorouShly in an alumina crucible and melted at 1400 "C for 3 h in an
electric fumace. Generally, H3BO3 can be used instead of B2O3 in glass
production because ofcheaper and non-hygroscopic property. B2O3 can
be produced fiom the chemical rcaction 2H3BO3+B2O3 + 3H2O.
After meltinS, glassy liquid was quenched in preheated stainless-steel
molds. Obtained glass were aruealed at 550 'C for 3 h in order to re,
move thermal strains and then cut and polished for dimension of 1.0 x
1.5 x 0.3 cm3. The densities of glasses were measured by applyint the
Archimedes principle, weighted samples in air and water via a 4-digit
sensitive microbalance (AND, HR 200). The optical spectra were mea-
sured with a UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer (Shimadzu UV-3600) in
the range ofultraviolet, visible and near-infrared region. The excitation,
emission spectra and lifetime were collected by using a spectro-
fluorophotometer (Cary-Eclipse) with xenon lamp as a light source. The
refractive indices (a), is measured by an Abbe reliactometer which used
liSht of 589 nm and l-Bromonaphthalin as contact liquid. Absorption
spectrumj emission spectrum and refiactive indices were used to ana-
lyze lasing ability of Slass via Judd,Ofelt (JO) theory 4-1bl which
contains spectroscopic intemctio[ pararneters such as oscillator
strenSth (f), JO intensity parameter (J2,!, L = 2, 4, 6), radiative rran,
sitiofl possibility (dR), stimulated emission cross-section (o) and
branching ratio (P . The emission spectra ofglasses were used to study
color of emission via CIE (Commission lntemationale de l'Eclairage)
1931 chromaticity diaSram. The X-ray induced optical luminescence
spectra of glasses were measued by using a Cu target x-ray generator
(lnel, XRG3D-E), whose was operated ar 50 kV and 30 rnA, and the
spectrometer (QE65 Pro, Ocean Optics) with an optical 6ber ro detect
the emission spectra.

3. Judd-Ofelt theory

3.). OsciualiJr st'ens&s ond Judd-Ofelt panmeteft

The expelimefltal oscillator strengths (foo) were calculated fiom
absorption spectrum by using the following formula II+16l

r*, = .1ffiq / (,)dv =4.318x10-, Jf e(r)d, (r)

where m and e are the mass and charge of an elecEon, c is the velocity
of lighl N is the AvaSadro's number, E(y) is the molat exrinction
coefficient at wavenumber , (cm - r) of each absorption band which can
be obtained from the Beer,Lamber's law.

tl"
.(u) = -logi e)
where C is the concentration of the l,n3 * ions (mol,/l), I is the light path
lengft of medium (cm) and,log Qo/I) is the absorbance. The calculated
orillator strengths can be obtained as shown below:

. 8n2mcv (n2+2)r ^ 8[2mcvt,*, = *rrr*r;t's"a+ffins-, (3)

where h is Planck's constant, I is orbital angular momentum, ,1 is re-
fiactive index, ., is wavenumber, The electric (S., and magnetic (S.,
dipole line stlengths

5.d and S,d that appear h Eq. t3), can be calculated from the for,
mula (4) and (5), rBpectively,

s"a = e' X a^1vt11ut'1.v i1'

^=2a,6 
(4)

s nd = 
--:L 

v J I L + zslll,, J, ), (s)

where Or(,1 = 2,4,6)is the J-O intensity paramerer [i5,16],iluril is
reduced maEix €lements, J and ,I' are the total angular momentum of

The Ol and n are used to evaluate the radiative transition prob,
ability (AR) fiom relation (6).

A"ruJ.wl) _ 647rh2 n(nr+2)2s _+i4n4u. _..nR\tJrrJr-3h(zt+l) 9 r'd+-ih(2J+r)n smd 
(6)

The total radiative transition probability (,4r) fiom excited state y
to lower rp'state b sum of,4R (VJ,VJ') value as Eq. (7), while radiative
lifetime (rR) of excited state relates with Ar as Eq. (8).

Ar(vJ) =, AR(vJ,vi) o)

t ('PJt = I
ATNJ) (8)

The calculated branching ratio (pR) of each emission correspondinS
to transition V-Y is given by

B"opJ.,I,j ) = 
AR(vJ'vi,

'- Ar(VJ) (9)

The experiment branching ratio (Foo) can be calculate from area
ratio ofeach emission peal and total pedls. Area of emission peal and
AR value also were used to evaluate the stimulated emission crcss-
section (ap) by relation (10)

o"(i.,),(vJ,vi) = : 1qa: AR('yJ,'I,J)Efln'A,i€fi (10)

where ,tp is the emission peak wavelength and A,len is its effective line
width found by portioning the area of the emission bands by average
height.
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initial !U state and final V' state of transition, respectively. For calcu-
lation of oscillator strength with thermal correction, the method and
expression were followed witl literatures [17,18].

4. Results and discussion

lig. I shows the appearance of Eu3+ doped CaO-cd2O3-SiO2-B2O3
(CacdSiBEu) gla$ses with colorless and high transparency body. Both
features of glass are independent with Eu3+ concentration.

4,1. Detlsity

The densities of the CacdSiBEu Slasses are collected in Table t. As
seen fiom Tnble 1, the densities increase with increasing of Eu3* con-
cefltration. This variation is a result from replacement of B2O. via
Eu2O3 in glass composition. Higher density of Eu2O3 (7.40 g/cm3) than
B2O3 (2.460 g/cm3) makes total density of glass rise with ircreasing of
Eu2O3 in 8lass.

4.2. Optical properties

The absorption spectra of CaGdsiBEu glasses were recorded ftom
visible light (VIS) to near infiared (NIR) region and shown in lix_ 2. The
absorption spectra contains four absorption bands, 392, 465, S31, 2098
and 2200 nm, which correspond to energy transitions of Eu3* fiom
ground state (7Fo or 7Fl) to excited states of 7Fo-5I6,

Fi8. r. The CaCdSiBEu 8lass.

3. 2. Raflo'tite p r op erties

\



'Fo-"Dr,'Fo-"Dr,'Fo-'Fa and 7Fr-7Fu, respectively t4,5,17-2t1,
The bands corresponding to 7F6-sD, 61s r,^/eak compared with others,
because of spin forbidden condition, but they are partially allowed due
to J mixing by the crystal-field. Since 7Fo-sD2 is induced electric-di-
pole transition with hypersensitive characteristics, band at 465 nm is
srronger than band at 531 nm of magnetic-dipole tFo--"D, transition
[4,5.f7 2f]. The hiShest absorbance belongs to the band at 392nm
(7Fo--5k) and 2098 nm (7Fo-7p"1 61 1.15 -d NIR reSion, respectively.
Furthermore, the absorbance of CaGdSiBEu glasses increase with in-
creasin8 of Eu3+ concentration.

The excitation spectrum of O.OS molo/o Eu3+ doped glass with
mordtoring emission at 614 nm is shown in Fi8. :1. The excitation bands
were obselved as three bands of Gd3* centered at 247 nm (3S7/2-6D7l

), 275 tm (3Vrr-6lsr) and 313 nm (3sr,r-6P,,r) 110.22 24) and
seven bands of Eu3* centered at 362 nm ('Fo-uDo), 381 nm
(7Fo-scr, 394 nm (7Fo-sL6), 414 nm (7F1 -slo), 465 nm ('Fo-sDz),
526nm (7Fo-sDr) and 532 nm (trr-tor) Iq,s.tz 2tl. Furthermore,
the phonon side band (PSB) of Eu3* centered at 439 nm was also ob-
served as shown in lii8. 4. It is one of device to obtain the information
about the phonon energy and local environment around 0.05 molo/o

Eu3* doped glass network. This PSB located at the higher energy side of
the pure electronic band (PEB) at 465 I|Jn (7Fo-5D2 transition) or zero
phonon line for glass. The energy difference between the pSB

(22,779 cm-r) and PEB (21,505 cm-l) corresponds to the energy of
one phonon (1274 cm-l) associated with maximum energy of the vi-
brational mode coupled to the Eu3* ions [25.26]. The positio[ of the
charSe transfer (CT) band depends significantly on the host lattice and
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Fit. 3. 'Ihe dcirarion sp€cEtrm of 0-05 mol% Eu3* doped CacdSiB 8las.

Table I
The deNiti6 of the CaGSiBEU Slasses.
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li8. 4. Phonon side band spectra of O.OS mol% Eu3* dop€d CscdSiB 8lass.
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TEbl€ 2
The fluorsene inteNity ratio (h) of sDo-'r, b 'Do-?Fr tra.sirions of Eu3* 8las6
urder 275 nm excitation and compared with pr€vious published liteErue.
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8l!. 5. The emission spectra otthe CaGdSiBEu glasses.

varies between 200 and 300 nm [271. In literature, CI band was ob-
served around 240 nm of SiO2-B2O3 glass ceramics [2{]1. ln the work,
CT band should be observed in the mentioned range but can not be,
cause of sup€rimposed by 247 nm (3srr2-6D7r) and 275 nm (3S7/

z-6lszz) peat6 of Gd3+ transitions [2.1]. The strongest excitation band
at 275 tun is poss€ssed by aszn-6lstz transition of Gd3+. This is an
evidence that exhibits high efficiency of energy transfer fiom Gd3* ro
Eu3*. Phoron with 275 nm wal then used to investigate the emission
spectra as show in l'i8. 5.

The emission spectra of tie CaGdSiBEu glasses under 275 nm ex-
citation were recorded and shown in lig. 5. These sharp lines of spectra
are apparently characteristic of Eu3+ emission due to shielding effect
4f electrons by 5 s and 5p electrons in outer shells. It was found five
emission bands at 579, 590, 614, 651 and 701 nm representing the
energy transitions of the Eu3+ such as 5Do+4F0, sDo*7Fl, sDo*7F2,
sDo-7F3 and sDo-7F4, respectively 14,15.17 211. The strongest band
belonSs to 614[m wavelength ("Oo.-'fr. The intensity of emission
lncaeases with inseasing of Eu3* concentration until O.3O molryo, after
that it decrease via concentration quenching effect. For inset picture in
Ii8. 5, it shows the eDlargement of Gd3*emission band at 312nm
which tend to decrease with increasing of Eu3+ content. Reducing of
Gd3* emission simultaneously with increasing of Eu3* emission and
result from excitation spectrum are quite indications of the energy
tansfer phenomena from Gd3* to Eu3* through (357r2-61nrr1-1
sDo-7F.J) transition 11a,22,231. AII process of luminescence such as

cd3+ excitation and emission, Gd3+,Eu3+ energy transfer, non-radia-
tive relaxation and Eu3* emission are shown in tris. b.

The emission intensily of 5Do-7F2 trarsition is subjected to a local

.15

Tabl€ 3
wavenumb€r (,, c1n-1), wav€l€n$h (nm), erperimental (f.a) ad ercdated (/.d) 6-
cillalor slrensttB (xro-5), and the Judd-Ofelt pamrneters or O = 2,4 and 6)
( x 1O:'cm'z) without dd with thernal coFection of the O.3O tnot% Eu3+ ions doped
tlass.

symmetry which is allowed by electric dipole (ED). Moreover, sDo-7Fr

transition is allowed by maSnetic dipole (MD) which is independenr of
local symmetry. Therefore, the fluorescence inteisity ratio (I of
sDo*7F2 to sDo-7Fr transitions known as electric to magnetic dipole
intensity ratio, IR. [t has been determined to know the degree of
asymmetry in the vicinity of Eu3* ions and Eu-O covalency ['17.29 :]21.
IR of CaGdSiBEu glasses exhibit in the ranSe of 2.86-3.03 thar increase
with increasinS concentration of Eu3+ until O.4O molo/o. This indicares
that Eu3* in our glass were surrounded by more asymmetric environ-
ment when increasing of EuzO3 concentration. In in the present work
was compared with previous published literatures as shown in'l'ablc 2.

The CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram was used to analyze color of
emission, which indicates the chromaticity visible to human eye. The
emission spectra with 275 excitation wavelength of all Eu3* doped
glasses were selected to monitor tle emtting color. The CIE color co-
ordinate (x, y) shows at (0.64, 0.35) for all Slasses and falls at rhe edge
of reddish orange region in CIE color diagram. Therefore, CaGdSiBEu

Slass can be developed for using as photonic material with red orange
emission.

4.3. Judd Ofeh theory

The experimental (f*p) and calculated (fca, oscillator strenSths of
observed absorption levels without and with thermal conection are
presented in 'Iable 3. Our 0.30 mol% doped glass was selected for JO
analysis to study potential of glass for Iaser medium applications. Using
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the absorption sp€ctrum data, /op of each absorption band was eval-
uated using Eq. (1) and then, obtained f",o were cooperated with
thermal correction method. Without and with thermat correction fexp
values were frtted with Eq. (3) via leasr square fitting method to get the
close value between /dp and /.d. The reduced matrix elements, I ldk) | l,
were taken from literarure [4] because these values are aLmost in,
sensitive to the Iocal environment. t€ast square frtting also yielded the
JO parameter, ,l^ ()" = 2, 4 and 6). As seen fiom l'irblc 3, a good fittin8
between f-p and /.d with root mean square (rms) are t 0.274 and 1
0.348 for without thermal correction and with thermal correction, re-
spectively. The oscillator strengths value of 7Fo-5L6 (392 nm) and

'ro-'ru (2098 nm) transirion is higher more rhan others in vIS and
NIR region, respectively. These both transitions are hypeGensitive
transitions, which are dramatically affected from environment around
the Eu3tin glass. J22 parameter often used to determine the level of
asynrmetric enviroflment around tn3* and/or covalency betwem tr3+
and neiShbor particle. While, f2a and.(26 show thar viscosity and riSidiry
level of glass host ['1,14 ]61. The evaluared JO paramete$ show the
tend of !22 > Aa > A6. Comparison between without and with thermal
correction indicate that all parameter values, f.,p, f.a, Qz, 9a, Ad, were
enhanced about 1.7 and 2.3 times after colrecting the thermal effect on
7Fo and 'F, population, respectively.

The obtained c,., refractive index and data from emission spectra
are used to calculated mdiative transition probability (AJ, stimulated
emission cross section (s) and braching rario (pJ ofthe 0.3 molyo Eu3*
doped CaGdSiB glaJs by using Eqs. (6) (10) related wirh J,O theory and
show the result in 'Iabh 4. In this theory, higher o value corresponds to
lower laser threshold and higher gain laser application. While, Bp re-
present the level oflasing power. AII parafteters for all hansitions show
in the same trend, the hiShest magnitude ofAR, o, andpR is belonged to
tDo -'F, t 

"osition 
(614 nm). h can be said rhar the 0.3 Eus+ doped

CaGdSiB glass performs a potential to use as laser medium for 614 nm
emission because of its high lasing power 6a > 0.5), low laser
threshold and hi8h Sain Iaser application (high o). Comparison between
without and wi0r thermal correction, sDo-7F2 and 5Do+7F4 fitulsitiorls
perform the ifiprovement of AR and o value about 1.7 times after
correcting the thermal effect on 7Fo and 7F1 population. The o value of
sDo-'Fz ftom our glass are compared with another Eu3+ doped glass
from previous papers in lable 5. Eu3* doped glass in this work per-
forrns the higheJt o value. From this table, higher O2 value in 0.3 Eu3*
doped CaGdSiB glass exhibits hiSher Ievel of the asymmetric environ,
ment and higher covalency with neighbor atom of Eu3* compared with
others except Eu doped KF-B2O3 glass. The Oa and J26 of the 0.3 Eu3"
doped CaGdSiB glass is higher than other systems which respect to
hiSher viscosity and riSidity of glass, except Eu doped KF-82O3 glass
and Tungsten-phosphate glasses, respectively. From o value con-
sideration, laser device with using the 0.3 Eu3* doped CaGdSiB glass as

a medium should Senerate the laser light via tle highest ratio ofenergy
extraction, comparcd with all glasses those show o value in the Table.
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Table 5
Comparison of The Judd-Ofelt paEmeres oi (x = 2, 4 and 6) (x lo-rml ed Fak
stimulated emhsioD coss-sectlons (d(lr), x 1O_2 cmr) of Eu3 + ions in vriou! ho6ts.
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FiA. 7. The decay rime of the CacdSiBEu ttrjses.

r5

4.4. Liletime

The ltrminescence decay curve for 614nm (sDo to 7F2 of Eu3*)
emission under 275 nrr (sS?/2 to 6Ie/2 of Gd3+) excitation of the Eu3*
doped glass are shown in Fig. 7. These decay curve perform the redu-
cing behavior of Gd3* population at 6Ir excited state. All decay curve
alrnost completely overlap and their behavior is aLnost single ex-
ponential decay, small bending line was found. Obtained life time de-
creases ftom 1.763 to 1.726 ms with increasitlg ofEu2O3 concenttatio[.
These phenomenon indicate the energy transfer ftom Gd3+ (8Srn-61.)
to Eu3* (5Do-7Fr.

Tabl.4

ratios (r for 5Do 
-?rr (J = r, 2, 3 and 4) EaNirioE ot rhe 0.30 md% Eu3+ ioN dop.d 8la$.

\ lnml Without themal .orection With themal corection

. 0.05Eu; 'l

. 0.toEui 1

. 0 20Eu; 1

r 0.30Eu; I
< 0.40Eu; 1

753 ms
752 ms
740 ms
731 ms
725 ms

)',,- 614 nm

,{. (s ') ,0") (m,) l"
^n 

(s-') o(i") (m,) p"

0_r89
0.6a4
0.036
0.089

37.51
0.00
32.1a

590
6t4
651
701

64.55
779.42
0.00
319.42

79

0.055
0.669
0.000
0.274

64.55
1307.50

0.00
508.46

0.189
0.644
0.036
0.089

0.034
0.694
0.000
o.270

Eu3' doFd Icr(POJi
Casio3:0.5E!3+
STBPOs

Eu3'rzFPEu10 8ls
TeEul.5
PEG 20000

PbFPEUIO

C{CdSiB:o.3Eu3 +

3.23
62.92
0.00
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Table 6
The fluorescence intffiity ratio (r of 5Do-7P, ro sDo-7Fr rransitions of Eu3+ doped
Slasses under X-my excitation.

5@ 575 6@ 625 6a' 675 700 725
Wav€length (nm)

rit. 8. The X-ray induc€d optical luminescenc€ specEa of rhe C€cdSiBEu Slass€s

I 0cao-2rd,O3-r0SiO2-54.958203-0.osEu2o j
roCaO-25Gd2O3-losiors4-9oBrO3-0.1oEu2O3
l0CaO-2sGd2o3 l0sior54-8OB,Or0.20Eu2o3
l0CaO-25Gd2O3-l0SiO2-54-7OB2O3-0.30Eu2O3

r0CaO-25Gd2OrlOS,ors4.6oB,O,0.40EurO3

4.5. X-ray induceil lumiiesaence

From X-ray induced optical lumiflescence spectra in Fig. 8, it was
found five emission bands of Eu3+. The strongest emission band center
at 611 nm and the highest intensiry of emission is belonged to O.3O mol
% Eu3* doped glass, all phenomena of emission spectra are a.lmost si-
milar with photoluminescence spectra. The lR of sDo*7Fz to sDo-7Fr

tmnsitions of Eu3* doped tlasses in X-ray induced luminescence
specEa also are shown in 'l able 6. The iR value increase with increasing
of Eu2O3 concentlation until 0.30 molo/o after that it decrease. IR value
ifl the spectra with X-ray induced is higher than value from emission
spectra with 275 nm excitation. This is may be due to different inter-
action between x-ray and ultraviolet to glass matrices. In addition, glass
doped with O.3O molTo of Eu3+ was cut and polished to be same size
and shape witi commercial Biace3o12 (BcO) scintillator crystal as
shown in Fig. 9. New designed glass and BGO were analyzed scintilla-
tion comparatively via the X-ray luminescence spectum as show in
Fig. 10. Under the same experimental coflditions, the total peak areas in
spectrum of glass doped with O.3O mol% Eu3* and BGO crystal show
the comparative inteSral scintillation efficiency. The inteSral scintilla-
tion efficiency of our glass is about 13olo of the BGO. From the results,
Slasses perform the long luminescmce decay time as a few millisecond
that it can be used in the inteSration mode of scintillation for the X-ray
imaSing inspection systellls in medical and industrial as well as portal
imaSing system at MeV energies l{4.lrl.

S. Conclusions

The Eu3+-doped CaO-cd2o3-SiO2-82O3 glasses were prepared by
melt quenching technique, developed glasses were cha€cterized
through density, optical, photoluminesceflce, lasing potential and
scintillation properties. From experimental results, glasg density tended
to increase with increasing of Eu2O3 concentrations. Glasses absorbed
phoron in ultraviolet, visible light and near inftaled regions, assigfled to
the transitions from 39rr2 ground 6tate of Gd3* and ftom 7Fo or 7F1

ground state of Eu3*. Excitation by ulkaviolet with 275 nm resulted
strong red emission at 613 nm via energy transfer form Gd3+ to Eu3+.
This enerSy hansfer also supported the strong red emission excited by
X-ray. The optimum concentrations of Eu3* ion in CaO-cd2O3-SiO2-
B2O3 glass is 0.30 molqo which results to rhe maximum intenjity of
emission under both excitations. The fluorescence lifetimes of 614 nm
under 275 nm excitation was estimated to be betlveen 1.726 ms and
1.763 ms without obvious energy transfer between Eu3+. From JO
analysis, this glass performs a high potential for using as laser medium
for red laser device with high lasing power and energy extractiofl ratio.
ln comparison ofscintillation property berween 0.30 mol% doped glass
and BGO crystal, the integial scintillation efficiency ofglass was 130,6 of
BGO.
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